
SENIORWEB DEVELOPER

taylinlarge@gmail.com / taylinlarge.com / linkedin.com/in/taylin-large / github.com/taylinlarge
Seattle, WA

PROFILE Technical web programming skills combined with proven creative talents to develop
amazing online experiences.

EXPERIENCE SENIOR WEB DEVELOPER – Aug 2018 - Present
Edelman / Washington, D.C.
I began as an intern and rose to the position of Senior Web Developer within a small,
dedicated team responsible for fulfilling the web development needs of US clients. I
undertook diverse projects, ranging from large-scale custom website builds to interactive
creative websites.

● Create customWordPress templates and plugins using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript,
PHP and various pre processing i.e. Sass/SCSS and babel.

● Writing and implementing efficient and reusable code that is semantically correct
and using best practices.

● Lead and oversee the execution of new projects, providing regular progress updates
to both internal and external teams.

● Facilitate site launches - including updating DNS, setting up SSLs, deploying code,
copying staging environments to production, updating databases and rewriting
references.

● Maintain client sites by updating plugins, addressing security vulnerabilities or
adding new functionality and additions.

● Compose platform briefs outlining the structure of websites/CMS, how the site will
be built, where it will be hosted, etc.

● Contribute to User Experience discovery and competitor content analysis.

● Explore and stay aligned with innovative techniques for integrating cutting-edge
technology into our websites.

● Participate in the documentation of processes, coding preferences, checklists, and
various reference materials that serve as valuable resources for the team, or aiding in
the seamless onboarding of new team members.

● Collaborate closely with fellow developers and make significant contributions to
major projects.

EDUCATION INTERACTIVE DEVELOPMENT – Sep 2016 - Mar 2018
The Creative Circus - Atlanta, GA

SKILLS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES DESIGN TOOLS

HTML5
CSS / CSS Preprocessors
Javascript / jQuery
React.js
Vue.js
WordPress

PHP
GSAP
Lottie.js / bodymovin
MySQL
MongoDB

Sketch
Figma
Photoshop
Illustrator
InVisionApp
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